Here is a demonstration of a premium, gonzo fill justified paragraph that has lots of interesting features. A very fancy automatic fill justify is used which stretches both spaces and between-character spacing by selected and controlled amounts. You can also individually kern characters, as in the word AWARD here. See how the "W" overlaps the "A".

**A Centered And Dropped Heading**

Note that only one single embedded command is needed to start either the drop cap or the auto centering headers. Note also that the above header is dropped slightly to improve its vibes.

Naturally, **bold**, *italic*, superscript, and subscript are very easy to include, freely intermixed on any line. Fully automatic hanging punctuation is included for such things as periods, commas, and hyphens. This greatly improves the appearance, especially with small columns of 300 DPI text.

Some other tricks include showing ALL CAPITAL LETTERS in a slightly smaller font for improved balance, and in using a Greek alphabet should you need something electronic, such as a $220\Omega$ resistor, a $\bar{RST}$ complement, or an 0.1 $\mu$F capacitor. ✦